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RESEARCH
A POSSIBLE ANSWER TO THE BLAZAR ENIGMA

ALPs, Axion-Like Particles, very light neutral particles that couple with 
light photons, predicted by various theories as possible candidates 
for constituting dark matter but never detected, could be the solution 

to an observational anomaly of certain blazars. This is the proposal made by a group of researchers 
from INFN and INAF National Institute of Astrophysics in a paper published in March in “Monthly Notices 
of the Royal Astronomical Society”. Among the signatories of the article is also Giovanni Bignami, an 
internationally renowned astrophysicist, who died in 2017, who made his last scientific contribution with 
this work. In their study, the researchers considered a homogeneous sample of 39 blazars at very different 
distances and noted a possible correlation between the blazars and their distance, which is not explained 
by any known physical mechanism. In order to overcome this unexpected correlation, the researchers 
explored an unconventional scenario, one in which ALPs are present: in the presence of a magnetic field 
- in this case extragalactic - photons would sometimes behave as 'real' photons, and other times as ALPs. 
In other words, there would be photon-ALP oscillations. The crucial point is that when photons are 'real' 
photons they are partially absorbed by extragalactic background light, while when they are ALPs this 
does not happen, with the consequence that the total absorption of photons is considerably lower than 
in the standard case and the universe becomes more transparent to gamma rays. With this assumption, 
therefore, the initial correlation between the emitted spectra of the blazars and their distance disappears. 
To experimentally verify the existence of ALPs, two routes are being followed: that of direct search, with 
laboratory experiments, and that of indirect search, using new generation gamma-ray detectors that 
reach TeV-level energies, such as the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), in which both INAF and INFN are 
participating. ▪


